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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
This report contains the results of geophysical surveys conducted to assist in 
determining the ground water resources above the Makena Golf Course located near 
Makena, Maui, Hawaii. The surveys were performed by Blackhawk Geometries 
(Blackhawk) for the Makena Resort Corporation (MRC) during May 8, 1998. The 
geophysical method employed during this survey was Time Domain Electromagnetic 
(TDEM) soundings. The TDEM soundings from this survey and a 1990 survey were 
located on property owned by MRC above the golf course as shown in Figure 1-1. 
The main objective of the geophysical survey was to assist in characterizing the 
hydrologic regime in the study area for proposed ground water wells. Ground water 
resources mainly occur on the Island of Maui in two modes: 
• In a basal mode where a leris of fresh water floats on saline water, and 
• In a high-level mode where the ground water occurrence is controlled by subsurface 
damming structures. 
These two types of ground water occurrences are illustrated in Figure 1-2. The volcanic 
rocks are generally highly permeable and this allows rainwater to infiltrate directly 
downward through the island mass. In the Makena area, ground water was expected to 
occur mainly as a deep basal fresh/brackish water lens. High-level water resources 
were not expected at the study site. 
TDEM investigations conducted for MRC in 1990 were successful in mapping the 
fresh/brackish basal water lens at the Makena Golf Course. Results from this survey 
showed a very thin lens (about 1 0 ft to 50 ft) of fresh/brackish water at the golf course. 
Several of the soundings were taken near existing water wells and comparisons of the 
TDEM data to reported ground water levels (heads) in the wells were good. Further 
inland TDEM surveys near the Ulupalakua Ranch also showed basal water occurrences 
to exist upslope from the Makena Golf Course. Results from the Ulupalakua Ranch 
surveys are not included in this study. 
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I DATA ACQUISITION AND LOGISTICS 
The geophysical equipment used for the TDEM surveys was the Geonics EM37 TDEM 
System. TDEM measurements were acquired using a central-loop sounding array at 
each site. With this array, measurements are recorded with a receiver coil at the 
center of transmitter loops laid on the ground surface. The transmitter Jeeps are 
constructed With 12-gauge insulated copper wire. The dimensions of the square loops 
employed at the Makena study site were 700 ft by 700 ft. A 2.8 kW transmitter was 
placed in each sounding loop to drive current ranging from 13 to 14 amperes at base 
frequencies of 3 Hz and 30 Hz. At the center of each transmitter loop, the time 
derivative of the vertical magnetic field was recorded with a receiver coil with an 
effective area of 100 m2. The data acquired at each sounding consisted of 
measurements at several receiver gain settings and two transmitter frequencies in 
order to assure data quality and to obtain data over the largest time interval possible. 
TDEM data quality was excellent The data from each sounding was stored in the field 
on an Omnidata polycorder and, subsequently, transferred to a PC-486 for nightly 
processing. A technical note describing the principles of TDEM with case histories is 
given in Appendix A. 
During the one day of field work, two soundings were completed over the survey site. A 
daily log of field activity is given in Table 2-1. The elevation of each sounding center 
was measured using an Avocet Vertech Altimeter/Barometer. The altimeter was 
adjusted at landmarks (i.e., bench marks, wells) with known altitudes from a 7.5 minute 
series topographic map of the Makena area and a detailed 1" to 200ft topographic map 
of the study area provided by MRC. The loop locations were selected by 
representatives of MRC and Blackhawk Geometries. The sounding locations were 
based on property ownership, available open land, and exploration objectives and they 
were measured by compass and hip-chain from known landmarks. 
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May 1 
May4 
MayS 
May 6-7 
Maya 
May9-14 
May 15 
23 
Mobilize geophysical equipment from Golden, CO, to 
Maui, HI 
Mobilize Blackhawk Geometries personnel from 
Golden, CO, to Maui, HI 
Pick up geophysical equipment from airport & organize 
into field Vehicles. Begin surveys on other Maui projects. 
Take 
Meet with MRC representatives and consulting 
hydrologist to discuss project. Acquire data on 
Soundings 1 and 2, above the Makena Golf course, 
along Ulupalakua Road and near rock wall. 
Data on other Maui projects. 
Demobilize geophysical equipment from Maui, HI, to 
Golden, CO. 
Demobilize Blackhawk Geometries personnel from 
Maui, HI, to Golden, CO. 
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3.0 DATA PROCESSING 
The TDEM field data acquired at the Makena study site were transferred from the 
Omnidata polycorder to a PC-486. The first step in processing the TDEM data is to 
average the electromotive forces (emfs) recorded at positive and negative receiver 
polarities. Next, the recordings made at different amplifier gains and frequencies were 
combined to give one transient decay curve with the program TEMIXXL (lnterpex LTD). 
With this program, voltages measured with the 20 channels of the Geonics EM37 
receiver are transformed into apparent resistivity versus time gate. The apparent 
resistivity curve is interpreted by inversion to a one dimensional (1-D) geoelectric section 
that matches the observed decay curve. 
The inversion program requires an initial estimate of the geoelectric section, including 
the number of layers and the thicknesses and resistivities of each of the layers. The 
program then adjusts these parameters so that the model curve converges to best fit the 
curve formed by the field data. The inversion program does not change the number of 
layers within the model, but allows all other parameters to change freely, or they can 
optionally be fixed constant. To determine the influence and best fit of the number of 
layers on the solution, separate inversions with different numbers of layers are run. 
Normally, the model with the fewest number of layers which adequately fits the data is 
used. 
An example of the output of the inversion program is shown on Figures 3-1 and 3-2 for 
Sounding Maken-1. Figure 3-.1 shows the measured data points (in terms of apparent 
resistivity) superimposed on a solid line. The solid line represents the computed forward 
model of the geoelectric section shown on the right. Tabulated inversion parameters 
and results consisting of measured field data, computed data for best match solution, 
and inversion errors are given on Figure 3-2. The apparent resistivity curves and data 
sheets for the two Makena TDEM soundings taken during this survey are given in 
Appendix B. 
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4.0 INTERPRETATION RESULTS 
4.1 General 
From TDEM soundings, the resistivity layering (geoelectric section) of the subsurface is 
derived. The objective of the survey is to infer from the geoelectric sections 
hydrogeologic information, such as the interface between fresh water and salt water. 
The translation of resistivity layering into hydrologic information is generally 
accomplished by two methods. These include: · 
1) Using available knowledge about the relation between resistivity values and local 
hydrology. From more than twenty previous TDEM surveys on the Hawaiian 
Islands, it has been observed that volcanic rocks saturated with salt water exhibit 
resistivities typically less than 5 ohm-meters (ohm-m). Conversely, unweathered 
volcanic rocks that are dry or fresh water saturated exhibit high resistivities 
(generally greater than 500 ohm-m). Weathered volcanics or ash flows and 
intrusives often exhibit intermediate resistivities (about 10 ohm-m to 100 ohm-m). 
Applying this knowledge, characteristic ranges of resistivities expected for the local 
hydrogeologic units at the Makena study area are shown in Figure 4-1. It is noted 
that some overlap in resistivity values occur and in these cases, other factors are 
used to infer the geologic/hydrologic unit in question. For example, a low resistivity 
unit (i.e., less than 10 ohm-m) occurring at an elevation above sea level is assumed 
to be caused by either weathered rock units or intrusives instead of salt water 
saturated formations. 
2) Calibrating the geophysical interpretation at a well. In this case, several wells were 
used in the 1990 TDEM survey for comparison at the Makena Golf Course. The well 
locations are shown in Figure 1-1. Wells #2 and #3, located at about the 2 00ft 
elevation level, were successful wells and had reported static water levels (heads) of 
1 ft above sea level (asl). Comparison of the TDEM results (Sounding 12) to these 
wells was good. Another well (above Sounding 11) at the 352 ft elevation level was 
reported to have a head of 1.1 ft (per. communication with Tom Nance, 1998). 
Where a conductive layer (less than 5 ohm-m) is detected below sea level in the TDEM 
measurement, it is interpreted to be caused by salt water saturated volcanics. Static 
fresh water levels can be calculated from these soundings by using the Ghyben­
Herzberg relation illustrated in Figure 4.2. The Ghyben-Herzberg relation states that for 
every one foot of fresh water above sea level, approximately 40 ft of fresh water will 
exist below sea level. However, hydrostatic equilibrium is assumed for these soundings 
and this relation may not apply to soundings in close proximity to major geologic 
structures (i.e., rift zones, dikes) which act to alter ground water flow. Typically, rift 
zones can contain vertical fractures and faults which parallel the main rift corridor for 
hundreds to sometimes thousands of feet on either side of the central zone. Rift zones 
can contain a series of volcanic cones which trend linearly away from a caldera. 
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TDEM soundings at the Makena Golf Course site detected salt water saturated 
volcanics below sea level. The fresh/brackish water resource can be estimated in these 
soundings by the volume between sea level and the interpreted elevation of salt water, 
plus head calculated from the Ghyben-Herzberg relation. Table 4-1 shows the 
thickness of the fresh/brackish water lens interpreted directly from the model results for 
each sounding of the present survey and the 1990 survey. 
1 (1998) I 690 I 58 
2 (1998) 710 14 
10 (1990) 220 53 
11 (1990) 275 41 
12 (1990) 215 19 
13 (1990) 280 25 
14 (1990) 270 6 
15 (1990) 255 45 
16 (1990) 190 54 
17 (1990) 535 39 
The accuracy of determining the depth to sea water from TDEM soundings is estimated 
to be ±5% of the total depth calculated in the sounding results (e.g., from ground surface 
to sea water). 
The results of the TDEM investigations, from 1990 and 1998, are incorporated into 
the interpretation summary map shown on Figure 4-3. This map shows contours of 
interpreted thickness of the basal lens calculated from the TDEM soundings. The 
contours are approximate because of the low station density. The map shows an 
increase in the basal water lens thickness from Sounding 2 towards the north 
(Sounding 1) and west (Soundings 10 and 11 ). It appears that the results for 
Sounding 2 are influenced significantly by a structure (volcanic cone from Steams 
and Macdonald, 1942) immediately upslope of the sounding. The cone appears to 
be disturbing (shielding) ground water flow in the vicinity of Soundings 2 and 12. 
Soundings 1 0 and 11 showed consistent results when compared to reported heads 
(1 ft) for Wells #8, #10, and #11. The basal lens thickness also increases to the 
south of Soundings 2 and 12. 
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The results of the TDEM surveys above the Makena Golf Course on Maui indicate that a 
thin basal water resource occurs beneath this portion of the island. The thickest zone of 
potential fresh/brackish basal water is interpreted to occur beneath Sounding 1 , and it is 
estimated to be 58 ft. The p�esent survey results and previous 1990 data are combined 
and shown on an interpretation summary map in Figure 4-3. Soundings 2 and 12 show 
a thin basal lens and lie downhill from a volcanic cone which may affect the ground 
water flow in this area. To the north and south of Soundings 2 and 12, the basal lens 
thickness gradually increases. 
Soundings 10, 11, and 12 (taken near existing wells) showed good comparisons of 
calculated lens thickness from IDEM soundings and measured heads. The reported 
measured heads in Wells #2 and #3 were 1 ft. No high level ground water is indicated in 
the area of the TDEM soundings. 
To improve the reliability of the contours of basal lens thickness, additional TDEM 
soundings are recommended in areas of limited data. TDEM soundings combined with 
other hydrogeologic information have proven to be useful in determining optimum 
locations for well locations and completion depths. 
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FITTING ERROR: 3.876 PERCENT 
L # RESISTIVITY THICKNESS ELEVATION 
(ohm-m) (meters) (meters) 
210.0 
1 1657.4 228.6 -18.60 
2 4.58 
ALL PARAMETERS ARE FREE 
CURRENT: 14.00 AMPS EM-37 COIL AREA: 
FREQUENCY: 30.00 Hz GAIN: 7 RAMP TIME: 
No. TIME emf (nV/m sqrd) 
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Case Histories of Time-Domain Electromagnetic Soundings in 
Environmental Geophysics 
Pieter Hoekstra* and Mark W. Blohm* 
Abstract 
T'we-domain electromagnetic (TDEM) soundings are 
a surface electromagnetic technique that finds increasing 
use in environmental geophysics. Commercial equip­
ment is now available for TDE.."\1 soundings in the ex­
ploration depth range from about 5 m to about 5000 m. 
Application of TDE.."\1 is illustrated in three case histo­
ries. 
The tra:nsmitter-receiver array used in all three inves­
tigations was the central-loop array, in which measure­
ments of the electromotive force due to the vertical mag­
netic field are made with a receiver in the center of square, 
nongrounded transmitter loops. The dimensions of the 
transmitter loops were varied from 30 m by 30 m for 
effective exploration depths between 5 m to 75 m, to 
500 m by 500 m for effective exploration depths to about 
2500 m. These relatively small dimensions of receiver I 
transmitter arrays, compared to the exploration depth, 
allow TDEM surveys to be made in urban areas where 
open spaces are limited in size, and where environmental 
and ground-water problems are perllaps most urgent. Also, 
the procedures of signal processing used in TDE.."\1 fa­
cilitate operation in the presence of high ambient elec­
trical noise prevalent in urban settings. 
The three case histories map: 
( 1) the depth of first occurrence of brine for assisting 
site evaluation of a high-level nuclear-waste re­
pository in bedded salts near Carlsbad, New Mex­
ico, 
(2) the encroachment of salt water in a multiple-zone 
coastal aquifer system in the Salinas Valley, Cal­
ifornia. (The availability of about 100 monitoring 
wells allowed correlation of formation resistivities 
to ground-water salinity.) and 
(3) shallow basalt flows in the exploration depth range 
from 5 m to 30 m. (This case history shows the 
results of TDEM measurements over the time range 
from about 10-6 s to 10-" s with central-loop 
soundings of small (30 m) dimensions.) 
Introduction 
Time-domain electromagnetic (TDEM) sotmdings in­
creasingly are being employed for determining gee­
electrical sections. Reported applications of this TDaA 
method are in mapping of volcanic cover (Frischknecht 
and Raab, 1984; Keller et al., 1984), onshore and off­
shore permafrost (Ehrenbard et al., 1983), geothermal 
reservoirs (Fitterman et al., 1988), hydrocarbons (Ra­
binovich et al., 1977; Wightman et al., 1983), and ground 
water (Fitterman and Stewart, 1986; Mills et al., 1988). 
Theoretical aspects of the method, such as behavior of 
magnetic and electric fields (e.g., Nabighian and Oris­
taglio, 1984), definition of apparent resistivity (Kaufman 
and Keller, 1983; Spies and Eggers, 1986), transmitter­
receiver arrays (Kaufman and Keller, 1983), and influ­
ence of two-dimensional (2-D) and three-dimc:nsional 
(3-D) structures on one-dimensional interpretations 
(Hohmann, 1988; Newman et al., 1987) are discussed 
throughout the geophysical literature [see also McNeill, 
Vol. l-Ed.]. 
Several reasons are apparent for the increasing use of 
TDEM in environmental geophysics. In urban areas am­
bient electrical noise is high, and open spaces limited. 
TDEM surveys can often work around these limitations. 
Small transmitter-receiver arrays can be laid out in ath .. 
letic fields, parks, and other open spaces, and ambient 
*Blackhawk Geosciences. Inc., 17301 West Colfax, #50, Golden, CO 80401. 
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electrical noise due to tesidenaal power service can often 
be removed by stacking. Also, recent availability of 
eqUipment with fast, � ramp tum-off and early-time 
measuremen:ts bring shallow mapping objectives for 
ground-water protection and contaminant investigations 
within the exploration depth range of TDEM. 
A llinitation of TDEM at this tijne is the lack of prac,. 
tical� cost-effective algorithms for interpreting 2•0 and 
3-D structUres. At present. forward m.C)deling of 2-D and 
· 3-0 structures (Ne� et al •• 1987). requires signifi­
cant central processing unit (CPU) tiJ.ne on the main­
frames negating their application to shallow TDEM ex­
ploration. It is in the development of practical algorithms 
for 2•0 and 3-D interpretation_s for personal computers 
that the main advances in TDEM must come. 
IDustrated applications of the method to three envi­
roJimental objectives include (1) assisting in siting of high­
level, nuclear-waste repositories, (2) mapping the intru­
sion of salt water in coastal aquifers. a:nd (3) mapping 
the thickness of thin basalt flows. Tile basic principles 
of t,he equipment and the procedures of data acquisiti�n 
and processing are similar for all three case histories. 
Some characteristics of central-loop array measure­
ments, such as land survey requirements. location of 
plotting points, �d vertical resolution are reviewed 
briefly. Equipment design parameters and data acquisi­
tion, processing, and interpretation procedures are dis­
cussed. These principles are illustrated subsequently on 
the three case histories. The Geonics l;l\447, EM-37 or 
EM-42 were used in acquiring the data for all three case 
histories. 
· 
Practical Aspects of Data 
Acquisition 
Transmitter-Receiver Arrays 
The three types of transmitter-receiver arrays em­
ployed in tDEM soundings are illli,Strated in Figure 1. 
The array used in the three case histories is the central 
loop array (Figure 1b). For applications in environmen­
tal geophysics there are certain advantages to the central 
loop array. such as: 
(a) Land survey and space requirements.-Figure 
2 shows the measured behavior of the electromotive forces 
(emfs) due to ho�ontal (.;) and vertical (z) magnetic 
field components on a profile through the center of a 
square transmitter loop at 2.2 ms afte.r current turn-off. 
Pata at other times would show a similar behavior but 
differ in amplitudes. The emf due to the :::-component 
can be seen to be relatively flat aboq,t the center. Lo­
cation eiTOrs of ± 10% L (L is side of square) cause neg-
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FIG. 1. T�mitter-receiver-attays, (a) grounded line, (b) central 
loop, and (c) loop-loop. 
ligible eiTOrs, and deviations from a square transmitter 
loop have little effect on a cia;ta set. Because in central 
loop soundings the geoelectric section is derived from 
emf., reqUirements for accurate pos_itioning are minimal 
which enhances the practical value of field survey pro­
ductivity, and allows flexibility in choosing a station lo­
cation. Because emfx has a zero crossing in the center 
of the loop, its measurement would require careful sur­
vey control. Also, ambient electrical noise is higher in 
horizontal components. 
The dimensions of transmitter loops in cent:ral•loop ar­
rays depend on required exploration depth, exploration 
objective, and geoelectric section. Optimum dimensions 
are generally selected from forward modeling and field 
tests. Typically, the length of a side of the transmitter 
loop is about two-thirds of the exploration depth for the 
EM-37. The EM-42 is generally employed for explora­
tion depths from about 300 m to 2500 m with 500 m by 
500 m �mitter loops, and with a grounded line array 
fot deeper objectives. 
The groun(jed line array (Figure 1a) with long offset 
receiver locations is dominantly used in deep electrical 
soundings in support of oil and gas exploration (Keller 
et al., 1984). The loop-loop array (Figure l c) finds a:p-
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FIG. 2. M� behavior of the electromotive forces due to vertical (emf,) and horizontal (emf..) magnetic fields on a profile 
through the center of a square transmitter loop. · 
plication ill mineral exploration and in mapping of frac­
tures and shear zones. 
(b) WeB-defined sounding plotting points.-The 
behavior of induced eddy cw:rents and the resulting be­
havior of the secondary magnetic fields in horizontally­
layered media are well documented (Kaufman and Keller, 
1983; Ward and Hohmann. 1988). They show a cmrent 
distribution diffusing downward and outward from the 
source. For no:pgrounded, square-loop transmitters cur­
rents are symmetrically distributed about the center. 
Therefore, the center is a well-defined plotting point. 
In the groQJ:lded-Iine m:ay or loop-loop array the entire 
section between transmitter and receiver is expected to 
influence the measurements, although subsurface con­
ditions near t:ne receiver may have a larger influence on 
� measured. The con-ect plotting point of a station is 
not well defined. Some place the plotting point below 
the receiver (Keller et al., 1984) and others midway be-
tween the transmitter and receiver (Rabinovich and Sur­
kov, 1978). This same situation prevails in loop-loop ar­
rays. In frequency-domain loop-loop arrays the midpoint 
of the array has traditionally been used as the plotting 
point. 
(c) Vertic:al resolution.-Kanfman and Keller (1983) 
show that ( 1) tbe asymptotic behavior of emf: at !are time, 
is given by 
IJ.S/:1 �/:1M emf:=-- ,MR 
�1:1 r'll ; 
where 
t 
= 
time after cum:nt tum-off, 
a-
= 
conductivity of uniform half-space, 
fJ. 
= 
magnetic susceptibility, 
M, = moment of transmitter, 
MR 
= 
moment of receiver; 
(1) 
• 
4 
and (2) that this �c expression �bes the emf 
over the time range given by; 
where 
T 
-> 16, 
R 
. g;81rzt 
TIS -. 
Jl.o<T 
(2) 
Figure 3 is a nomograph shoWing the onset of •1a1.e stage'" 
behavior (T/R > 16), as a function of resistivity, and 
time at several values of R. Also shown on Figure 3 are 
the time r.inges of measurement for the three systems 
used in the case histories. In central loop soundings typ­
ical values of R are between 15. m and 250 m, so that 
over a large time range of measuieiJ:lents emf, is pro­
portional to rr12• This high senSitivity of the quantity 
measured (emf::) to the geoelectric section often results 
in a reduced range of equivalence for � sections 
compared to other electtic� and electromagnetic tech­
niques (Fitterman et al., 1988). 
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Equipment 
The Geonics �-47,-EM-37 or EM-42 were� in 
acquiring � data for an tbree case histories. All tlm:e 
sets of equipment use the cment w�vefonn ill� 
in Figure 4, consisting of equal periods of tin:J.e-on and 
timc:-off. Figure S illustrates the difference in data ac­
quisition betWeen the EM-47 and EM-37, and the EM-
42. In the EM-47 and EM•37 an analog stack is per-
- fanned. and after completion of the �eking and A/D 
conversion, the clara are stored in solid stare memory. 
Normally, at the completion of a survey day, the data 
are ttanst� to a computer for data processing, plot­
ting, and interpretation. Oqrlng field operations no real­
time processing is available. Minim� ®tec:table signal 
in typical, urban, ambient-noise environments is 10-9 VI 
A-mz (normalized by cur;rel;l.� in transmitter loop, and ef­
fective area of receiver coil.). 
In the l;M-42 the transient is sampled at 400 1.1.5 in­
tervals, and these samples are digitally stored on 1/2-
inch; 9-track tape . ..  S� s�cking" is applied to the 
clara in real time. The minimum deteCtable signal with 
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Fro. 3. Nomograph showing onset of Ian: stage behavior for central-loop may as a function of time and resistivity of uniform 
balf-space. 
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Data Acquisition I Recording transient decays with centtal loop soUDd-
iDp requires a large dynamic range. because emf.. de-l cays as t-sn., as shown in equation (1). This large dy­
namic range is often obtained by acquiring a dam set in 
segzDems using different combinations of base frequen­
cies, gains, and air coil receivers. An example of such I a dara set is given in Figure 6. The early time part of 
the curve was acquired at a base frequency of 3 Hz. 
100 m1 air coil and El.vt-37 receiver; the later time sec-lti()D was recorded with the EM-42 receiver, a 10 000 m2 
air coil and a base frequency of 0.075 Hz. When the 
10 000 m1 coil is u.sed, the early time segment of this 
I curve is purposely saturated. It is common to collect data sets at two receiver polarities, various gain settings. base 
frequencies, and with receiver coils of different effective 
areas. These various data sets are combined in one tran­lsien�-decay 
_
curve that is subsequently entered into in-
Vei'Slon rounnes. 
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Definition of Apparent Resistivity 
All electrical and electromagnetic methods commonly 
transform tbe voltages or emf's measured into apparent 
resistivities. In TDEM several definitions of apparent re­
sistivity are in use (Kaufman and Keller, 1983; Gold­
man, 1988) and the merits and pitfalls of the various 
definitions have been reviewed in Spies and Eggers 
(1986). These pitfalls are often avoided by (1) integrat­
ing inversions with available geologic data, and (2) us­
ing albums of forward-model curves for first-guess so­
lutions. In all the case histories late-stage (Kaufman and 
Keller, 1983) apparent resistivity curves are used. Two 
reasons for that selection were ( 1) over a large range of 
time late-stage behavior is observed in central-loop 
soundings, and (2) extensive volumes of late-stage model 
curves (Goldman and Rabinovich, 1974) are available. 
Data Interpretation 
· All the examples shown in the case histories were in­
terpreted by one-dimensional (1-0) inversions of the dara 
using a ridge-regression inversion program (ARRTI, In­
terpex Ltd, 1985). The input for the program are the 
emis measured in various time gates, cenain equipment 
and survey parameters (transmitter loop size, cmrent, ramp 
time, receiver coil effective area), and number of layers 
to be used in the inversion. Also, an initial solution is 
entered. Goldman (1988) discussed the dependence of 
inversion routines on this first gt1ess. To mitigate con­
vergence to unrealistic solutions, first guesses Jre made 
to cmrespond with known geologic conditions, and de­
pending on the quality of available geologic information, 
certain parameters in a geoelectric section may be fixed 
at specific values, e.g., as observed in borehole logs. 
In TDEM soundings there is merit in carefully con­
sidering inversion errors at each time gate, because each 
section of the curve is often diagnostic of a certain depth 
section (Kaufman and Keller. 1983; Raiche and Gal­
lagher, 1985). This can be illustrated by a central loop 
TDEM sounding with a 500 m by 500 m transmitter loop 
over a Tertiary valley fill in Nevada. Figure 7b shows 
the late-stage, apparent resistivity curve and Figure 7a 
two 1-D inversions for this sounding. The difference be­
tween the two inversions is the absence of a resistive 
layer (basalt flow) in section 1, and its presence in sec­
tion 2. Figure 7c shows the error between the measured 
data and the two inversions. The increased error over the 
early time range suggested inserting an additional layer 
into tbe inversion. The existence of this resistive layer 
bas been confirmed by drilling. 
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FIG. 7. Geoelectric sections (a) derived from 1-D inversions of measilred apparent resistivity cfil'Ve (b) over Tertiary Valley fill 
in Nevada. For each geoelectric section error of inversion is shown as function of time (c). 
Validity of One-Dimensional Interpretation 
The complexity of evaluating the influence of 2-"D and 
3-D structUres of TDEM data is often cited as a disad­
vantage (Goldm8Il, 1988). Incieed, currently, computa­
tions of 2-D and 3-D structUres require computations that 
cannot be economically and practically applied in rou­
tine exploration programs. From the 2-D and 3-D c()in" 
putations (Newman et al., 1987) that have been pub­
lished, important conclusions can be derived about the 
validity of 1-.D in�tpretations in the presence of 2-D �d 
3-D structures. For example, Newman et al. (1987) 
computed the response over a resistive and conductive 
3-D structure burled in a layered half-space at a dept;h 
of about 300 m. They reached the conclusion that 1-D 
iilversions gave good estimates of the depth of burial of 
the 3-D structUre, bu� �liable depth extent and resi�:,. 
. · tivities of the 3-D body. They used relatively large trans­
mitter loops ( 1000 m by 1000 m) compared to explo­
ration depth (1000 m) in their computations. 
Drill-hole control is seldom sufficient to evaluate thor­
oughly the influence of 2-D and 3-D structures on a data 
set. Our experience, based on several thousand sound-
ings with transmitter loop dimensions varying from 30 m 
by 30 m to 500 Il1 by 500 I'n, is that 1-D intetpretations 
yield good depth intetpretations in the vast majqticy of 
work undertaken. Nevertheless, practical algorithms for 
data interpretation in the presence of 2-D and 3-D struc­
tures is 3J:!. important need in TDEM soundings. Some 
efforts in that direction are pron:rising (James, 1988). 
Case Histories 
Case History-High Level Nuclear Waste 
Repository Siting 
The stOrage panels of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant 
(WIPP) near Carlsbad, New Me�co are being mined in 
the bedded salts of the Salado formation at a depth of 
about 600 m below ground surface. Underlying the Sa­
lado formation is the Castile formation, which is com­
posed primarily of an}Jy<hite �d halite. It is known from 
· oil and � drilling that the Bell Canyon formation, un., 
derlying the Castile formation, can contain brines (Bar­
rows et al. , 1982). 
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I 
The concept for placing a high level nuclear waste 
E
W) repository. in
. 
b
. 
edded
. 
salts at 600 m is to exploit 
low hydraulic penneabilities of overlying bedded salts. 
underlying anhydrites and halites. However, in the t:eral viCinity of Caris 
.
. bad, New Mexico, drill holes 
countered pressurized brine reser�oirs at depths be­
een 730 m. and 91.5 m in the Castille formation (Reg­
ister, 1981). The objective ofiDEM surveys was to map tdepth of first. oCCUIIence of brine over the waste star­
panels and SUl'rounding area. 
A 'IDEM survey was conducted on a 500 m grid using e loop 'IDEM soundings over the waste storage 
and at selected. drill hole locations. The trans­
. loop dimensions employed were .500 m by 500 m 
E
e TDEM eqUipment used was the Geonics EM-42. 
gure 8b shows two apparent resistivity curves lo­
. within 1.50 m of two drill hole loc:ations, WIPP 
#12 and DOE #1. The resistivity layering derived from r. inve:sions for these two s
. 
oundings is· given in Figure 
, and Figure 8c shows a Iithciogic log common to 
WlPP #12 and DOE #1. In the drilling of WIPP #12, 
� were encountered at a depth of 8.50 m. and in drill 
11e DOE #1 no brines were encountered to total depth 
I 
I 
(TD = 900 m). The depth of first occurrence of brine 
observed in WIPP #' 12 is in excellent agreement with 
the depth of the low resistivity layer derived from the 
1-D inversion of the adjacent IDEM sounding. Depth 
of occ:UJ:rence of the low resistivity layer derived from 
the TDEM inversion near drill hole DOE if: 1 is at 1200 m. 
some 300 m below ID, and at a depth com:sponding 
to the Bell Canyon formation. 
1be 1-D inve;sions of IDEM SOJmrlings over the waste 
storage panels showed first depth of occummce of brine 
below 1050 m. This depth generally coiTeSpOnds to the 
Bell Canyon formation. Thus, the 1-D interpretations of 
the depth of first occmrence of brine were consistent with 
available ground truth. A major concern remains the 
mjnjmum dimensions of brine occmrences deteCtable with 
central loop soundings. This problem is being addressed 
by 2-D and 3-0 forward modeling. 
There are several other important objectives in envi­
ronmental geophysics for mapping depth of first occur· 
rences of brine, such as: 
(1) Siting injection zones for oil field brines. and other 
liquid waste injection wells. Regulations require 
10 
injection zones to have a concentration of dis­
solved solids greater than 10 000 ppm and con­
fining zones must separate US drinking water 
supplies (USDW) and injection zones (Federal 
Register, 1987). 
(2) Monitoring migration of wastes upward from in­
jection zones along fractures, abandoned wells, or 
faulty �ings (Fittennan et al., 1986). 
Mapping Encroachment of Salt Water Into 
Fresh-Water Aqujfers 
Intrusion of salt water in coastal aquifers often has as 
its� cause excessive withdrawiU of ground water. It 
has long been recognized that surface electrical or elec­
tromagnetic methods can be effective in mapping fresh 
water-salt water interfaces (Flathe, 1964). Here, the 
Monterey Bay 
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applic�tion of TDEM surveys fQr this purpose is illus­
trated by a case history from the Salinas Vaiiey, CA (Mills 
et al., 1988). A schematic hydrogeologic cross-section 
of the study �a is given in Figure 9. There are fou,r 
aquifer zones (1) a perched aqQifer in which the ground 
water is heavily contaminated by fertilization, (2) a 
180 ft aquifer approximately 6Q m thick in which salt 
water has intruded imder about 15 000 acres_, (3) a 400 ft 
aquifer in which salt-water inn-qsion has been observed 
ilnder about 6600 acres, and ( 4) a 900 ft aquifer in which 
no saj.t-water intrusion has yet been observed. 
Thus, salt-water intrusion has progressed farthest in­
land into the 180 ft aquifer, so that to map water quality 
in the 400 ft aquifer requires exploration through a 
180 ft aquifer containing high concentrations of dis­
solved solids·. This infonpation was used in designing 
the survey. To map salt-water encroachment in the 180ft 
aquj.fer 100 m ·by 100 m transznitting loops were em-
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lmae-domain ElectromagDedc Soandinp 
�These traDsmitting loop dimensioos provided: 
· entfield strength to derive the resistivity variation 
m tbe 180 ft aquifer. Larger transmitting loop dimen-
J. ODS (200 m by 200 m) were employed for explor.ttion tbe 400ft aquifer. Approximately 100 statioos were 
�-
. A series of four late-stage apparent-resistivity curves 
llt�g cross-�on B-B' <F!-gure �2) are �own on Fig­
� 10 along wttb geoelectric secttoDS derived from 1-D 
mversiODS. Figure 11 shows the geoelectric section de-lved from
_
TDEM so�gs along pro�e B-B'. �the 
80 ft aquifer the res1SUV1ty gradually mcreases inland 
from l.S !l· m (station L24/3) to 18 !l· m (station LlO/ 1). In the 40Q.,.ft aquifer the resistivity increased from 
.0 !l · m to in excess of 20 n · m. 
InfoiiDation from monitoring wells maintained by the ronterey County Flood Control and Water Conservation 
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District was used to help constrain tbe number of layers 
used for tbe inversions of tbe TDEM dam. and to cor­
relale formation resistivities With equivalent chloride 
concentration. Coaelation of fommtion resistivities with 
cbloride concentration showed tbat a n:sistivity of ap­
proximately 8 n. m corresponds to a 500 ppm cbloride 
concentration. Figure 12 shows tbe surface projection of 
tbe 500 ppm isochlor contours (8 n. m formation resis­
tivity) in tbe 180 ft and 400 ft aquifers. The 500 ppm 
isochlor, based on monitcring weDs, is also shown. There 
is more detail in the contours derived from the TDEM 
surveys mainly because of the higher station density. 
These types of TDEM surveys have now been per­
formed in several areas of Florida (Steward and Gay, 
1981), Massachusetts (Fitterman and Hoekstra. 1982), 
California (Mills et al .• 1988). and New York. Important 
advantages of TDEM soundings in these surveys are: 
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I Fro. 10. Four apparent resistivitY curves and inverted geoelectric sections along section B-B' (Figure 12). 
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Fiq. 12. Comparison of position of 500 ppm isochlor in 180 
ft and 400 ft aquifers deriVed from monitoring wells and TDEM 
soundings. 
( 1). Coastal areas are often urbanized and Iip:rited space 
is available for measureiJ1eD�. TDEM measure­
ments were often made in available open spaces 
such as high school athletic fields and parks. 
(2) Ambient electrical noise (e.g., powerlines and ra• 
dio stations) is high in developed areas. The signal 
stacking used in TDEM ha.s proven an effective 
way for recov�ring signal from noise. 
The utility of TDEM s�eys for water management 
plans are in (1) providing optimum location for place-
ment of monitoring and production wells, (2) determin­
ing depth of completion of sucl_l wells, (3) interpolating 
the position of the fresh water-saline water interface be­
tween wells, and (4) monitoring the movement of the 
interface over time. Geophysical stations can be moved 
from year to year, while monitoring wells lose some of 
their usefulness once the fresh water-saline water inter­
face has migrated past their locations. 
Shallow TDEM Surveys 
Important exploration objectives for shallow ( < 50 m) 
electrical exploration in environmental geophysics are 
mapping continuicy of confining layers, such as clay 
lenses� 
mapping the presence of contaminants (e.g., origi­
nating from brine ponds) and pathways for migration 
of contamina,nts, such as fractures and shear zo�es; 
correlating hydraulic transmissivities to electrical 
conductance (e.g., Huntley, 1986). 
The geophysical methodologi�s applied to these ex­
ploratio� problems have mainly been de resistivity 
soundings (e.g., Evans .et al., 1982) and frequency-do­
main electromagnetic conductivity profiling (e.g., 
McNeill, 1982). With the recent availability of a TDEM 
system (Geonics EM-47) fot s�lillow exploration, some 
of these objectives are now within the. exploration depth 
range of TDE..\11. An example of s�ow central-loop 
soundings with a prototype EM-47 is a survey over rel­
atively thin basalt flows near Golden, Colorado. 
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On North ami South Table Mountain in Golden, Col-
I orado, Java flows overlie die Denver formation. Figure · 13a shows die geologic section of the upper 100 m on 
North Table Mountain (Waidscfunidt, 1939). Figure 13c 
I shows an apparent n:siStivity curve measured in die cen­ter of a 30 m by 30 m tr.msm:itb:r loop with the EM-47 
ami its 1-D inversion. A peak cmrent of 2 A was driven 
I. throUgh the loop, ami the ramp tum. -off (Figure 4a) was 2.5 J.LS. Tbe first time pre was centered at 6.4 J.LS and data were collected at base frequencies of 300 Hz and 
13 
30 Hz. The geoelectric section derived from die 1-D in­
version (Figure 13b) shows good agn:emem betWeen 
geologic boundaries ami breaks in resistivity. 
For this geoelectric section and· for 30 m by 30 m 
transmitter loops (R = 15 m), late stage commences at 
about Lo-s s (Figure 3), so tbat almost the entiie mea­
sured curve is in Iare-stage. Also shown on Figure 13c 
are forward modeled curves with different thiclm�;Sses of 
the upper basalt flow, while all other parameters were 
held constant. Large changes in tbe curves occur m8inly 
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(c) tbe mea.suxed apparent resis�vities 
are � on a series of for-I w. · ard model curves in which the thickness of tbe upper basalt layer is 
varied. 
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over the ti,me range from w-s s to 10-3 s; the time range 
covered by EM-47 measurements. 
The conclusions from a number of conducted surveys 
is that the EM-47 can be employed in the depth range 
from 5 m to 75 Iil, depending somewhat on the geo­
electric section. Since transmitter loop dimensions of 
30 m by 30 m can be employed, survey produ�tivity is 
high (30 to 50 stations per day). The IDEM EM-47 
promises to be an effective methodology for electrical 
mapping in environmental geophysics, particularly in ur­
ban areas where space is limited and ambic;:nt noise is 
high. 
Discussion 
Focusing on the use of TDEM methoQs in environ­
mental geophysics is such a narrow focus that there is a 
danger of overstating the utility of TDEM, compared to 
other electrical and electromagnetic measurement tech­
niques. Raiche et �l. (1985) and Firterman et al. (1988) 
show that the range of equivalence in some geoelectric 
sections can in principle be reduced by combined use of 
de resistivity and TDEM soundings. It is, therefore, im­
portant to note that the exploration objective in all three 
case histories consisted of determining depth to a con­
ductive stratum, objectives optimally suited for electro­
IIla.gnetic techniques. TDEM sUrveys and other electro­
magnetic techniques have limitations for detecting thin 
resistive strata, and such limitations are readily evalu­
ated by forward modeling. 
One advantage of TDEM z:tot eVident from forward 
mocieling computations is the absence of scatter in the 
data. The data scatter frequently observed in de resistiv­
itY soundings, and distant source techniques (controlled 
source audiomagnetotelluric, audiomagnetotelluric, and 
magnetotelluric methods) are often due to lateral vari�­
tion in resistivity and measurement of the electric field. 
The scatter is reduced in central loop TDEM soundings 
mainly because of the short source/receiver separation 
and measurement of the time derivative of magnetic fields. 
The apparent resistiVity cu.rves shown in these investi­
gations are typical of a large number of stations. No 
smoothing of the data is peJ:formect before inversions. 
The recent availability of a shallow TDEM sys�m for 
the exploration depth range from 5 m to 75 m makes 
this technique suitable for such environmental studies as 
well-site protection programs, and mapping plumes of 
grollnd-water contamination. Contamination plumes are 
often confip.ed to narrow zones, and the high la.teral res­
olution possible with shallow centt;l.lloop TDE."\1 sound­
ings allows definition of both the lateral and vertical ex" 
tent of such plumes. 
Hoekstra and Blohm 
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MAKEN-1 -------------------- PAGE 1 
DATA SET: MAKEN-1 
CLIENT: MAKENA RESORTS CORP 
LOCATION: MAKENA, MAUI 
COUNTY: MAUI 
PROJECT: MAKENA IRRIGATION WELLS 
DATE: 05-08-98 
SOUNDING: 1 
LOOP SIZE: 213.000 m by 213.000 m 
ELEVATION: 210.00 m 
EQUIPMENT: Geonics PROTEM 
AZIMUTH: 
COIL LOC: 0.000 m (X), 0.000 m (Y) TIME CONSTANT: NONE 
1.0000 SLOPE: NONE SOUNDING COORDINATES: E: 100.0000 N: 
Central Loop Configuration 
Geonics PROTEM System 
FITTING ERROR: 3.876 PERCENT 
L # 
1 
2 
RESISTIVITY 
(ohm-m) 
1657.4 
4.58 
THICKNESS 
(meters) 
228.6 
ALL PARAMETERS ARE FREE 
CURRENT: 14.00 AMPS EM-37 
FREQUENCY: 30.00 Hz GAIN: 7 
ELEVATION CONDUCTANCE 
(meters) (F1) (Siemens) 
210.0 
-18.60 
COIL AREA: 
RAMP TIME: 
,,0 
_,, 0.137 
100.00 sq m. 
120.00 muSEC 
No. TIME emf (nV/m sqrd) DIFFERENCE 
(ms) DATA SYNTHETIC (percent) 
1 0.218 562.4 619.4 -10.12 
2 0.278 495.2 526.6 -6.33 
3 0.351 431.9 445.8 -3.20 
4 0.438 372.0 377.2 -1.39 
5 0.558 312.1 310.1 0.651 
6 0.702 257.1 254.5 1.02 
7 0.858 214.8 211.7 1.44 
8 1.06 173.6 171.3 1.33 
9 1.37 134.4 131.8 1.97 
10 1.74 102.7 100.7 2.00 
11 2.17 78.95 77.08 2.36 
CURRENT: 14.00 AMPS EM-37 COIL AREA: 100. oo sq m. · 
FREQUENCY: 3.00 Hz GAIN: 7 RAMP TIME: 120.00 muSEC 
* Blackhawk Geometries, Inc. * 
MAKEN-1 -------------------- PAGE 2 
No. TIME emf (nV/m sqrd) DIFFERENCE 
(ms) DATA SYNTHETIC (percent) 
12 0.857 230.1 226.7 1.48 
13 1. 06 191.2 185.6 2.91 
14 1.37 152.6 145.4 4.74 
15 1. 74 117.1 113.5 3.03 
16 2.17 90.19 89.09 1.21 
17 2.77 69.54 67.05 3.56 
18 3.50 52.22 50.22 3.82 
19 4.37 38.57 37.59 2.53 
20 5.56 27.10 26.97 0.469 
21 6.98 18.78 19.38 -3.22 
22 8.56 13.56 14.20 -4.75 
23 10.64 9.30 10.04 -7.94 
PARAMETER RESOLUTION MATRIX: 
"F" INDICATES FIXED PARAMETER 
p 1 0.01 
p 2 -0.03 0.90 
T 1 0.01 0.00 1.00 
p 1 p 2 T 1 
* Blackhawk Geometries, Inc. * 
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MAKEN-1A -------------------- PAGE 1 
DATA SET: MAKEN-1A 
CLIENT: MAKENA RESORTS CORP 
LOCATION: MAKENA, MAUI 
COUNTY: MAUI 
PROJECT: MAKENA IRRIGATION WELLS 
DATE: 05-08-98 
SOUNDING: 1 
LOOP SIZE: 213.000 m by 213.000 m 
ELEVATION: 210.00 m 
EQUIPMENT: Geonics PROTEM 
AZIMUTH: 
COIL LOC: 0.000 m (X), 0.000 m (Y) 
SOUNDING COORDINATES: E: 100.0000 N: 
TIME CONSTANT: NONE 
1.0000 SLOPE: NONE 
Central Loop Configuration 
Geonics PROTEM System 
L # 
1 
2 
FITTING ERROR: 
RESISTIVITY 
(ohm-m) 
1204.1 
2.50 * 
THICKNESS 
(meters) 
227.3 
"
*
" INDICATES FIXED PARAMETER 
CURRENT: 14.00 AMPS EM-37 
FREQUENCY: 30.00 Hz GAIN: 7 
16.149 PERCENT 
ELEVATION CONDUCTANCE 
(meters) (f1) (Siemens) 
210.0 
-17.38 
COIL AREA: 
RAMP TIME: 
6,0 -s:; 0.188 
100.00 sq m. 
120.00 muSEC 
No. TIME emf (nV/m sqrd) DIFFERENCE 
(ms) DATA SYNTHETIC (percent) 
1 0.218 562.4 526.5 6.38 
2 0.278 495.2 451.0 8.94 
3 0.351 431.9 386.2 10.58 
4 0.438 372.0 330.2 11.23 
5 0.558 312.1 275.7 11.66 
6 0.702 257.1 229.9 10.56 
7 0.858 214.8 194.3 9.53 
8 1.06 173.6 160.3 7.64 
9 1.37 134.4 126.4 5.99 
10 1.74 102.7 99.13 3.55 
11 2.17 78.95 77.84 1.40 
CURRENT: 14.00 AMPS EM-37 COIL AREA: 100.00 sq m. 
FREQUENCY: 3.00 Hz GAIN: 7 RAMP TIME: 120.00 muSEC 
* Blackhawk Geometries, Inc. * 
I 
I 
I 
MAKEN-1A -------------------- PAGE 2 
No. TIME emf (nVfm sqrd) DIFFERENCE 
(ms) DATA SYNTHETIC (percent) 
12 0.857 230.1 214.4 6.82 
13 1.06 191.2 179.6 6.03 
14 1.37 152.6 144.9 5.09 
15 1.74 117.1 116.6 0.396 
16 2.17 90.19 94.34 -4.60 
17 2.77 69.54 73.62 -5.87 
18 3.50 52.22 57.19 -9.53 
19 4.37 38.57 44.40 -15.10 
20 5.56 27.10 33.17 -22.41 
21 6.98 18.78 24.79 -31.99 
22 8.56 13.56 18.81 -38.74 
23 10.64 9.30 13.81 -48.41 
PARAMETER RESOLUTION MATRIX: 
"F" INDICATES FIXED PARAMETER 
p 1 0.02 
F 2 o.oo 0.00 
T 1 0.01 0.00 1.00 
p 1 F 2 T 1 
* Blackhawk Geometries, Inc. * 
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MAKEN-2 -------------------- PAGE 1 
DATA SET: MAKEN-2 
CLIENT: MAKENA RESORTS CORP 
LOCATION: MAKENA, MAUI 
COUNTY: MAUI 
PROJECT: MAKENA IRRIGATION WELLS 
DATE: 05-08-98 
SOUNDING: 2 
LOOP SIZE: 213.000 m by 213.000 m 
ELEVATION: 216.40 m 
EQUIPMENT: Geonics PROTEM 
AZIMUTH: 
COIL LOC: 0.000 m (X), 0.000 m (Y) TIME CONSTANT: NONE 
2.0000 SLOPE: NONE SOUNDING COORDINATES: E: 200.0000 N: 
Central Loop Configuration 
Geonics PROTEM System 
L # 
1 
2 
FITTING ERROR: 
RESISTIVITY 
(ohm-m) 
2186.0 
3.68 
THICKNESS 
(meters) 
222.2 
ALL �ARAMETERS ARE FREE 
CURRENT: 13.00 AMPS EM-37 
FREQUENCY: 30.00 Hz GAIN: 7 
3.758 PERCENT 
ELEVATION CONDUCTANCE 
(meters) �1) (Siemens) 
216.3 110 
-5.87 _,, o .101 
COIL AREA: 100.00 sq m. 
RAMP TIME: 120.00 muSEC 
No. TIME emf (nV/m sqrd) DIFFERENCE 
(ms) DATA SYNTHETIC (percent) 
1 0.218 535.8 582.2 -8.65 
2 0.278 468.9 498.0 -6.21 
3 0.351 410.3 424.4 -3.42 
4 0.438 353.7 361.0 -2.05 
5 0.558 299.0 298.9 0.0167 
6 0.702 248.9 246.9 0.810 
7 0.858 210.3 206.7 1.71 
8 1.06 172.7 168.5 2.42 
9 1.37 135.1 130.7 3.25 
10 1.74 104.3 100.7 3.38 
11 2.17 80.78 77.81 3.67 
CURRENT: 13.00 AMPS EM-37 COIL AREA: 100.00 sq m. 
FR,EQUENCY: 3.00 Hz GAIN: 7 RAMP TIME: 120.00 muSEC 
* Blackhawk Geometries, Inc. * 
MAKEN-2 -------------------- PAGE 2 
No. TIME emf (nV/m sqrd) DIFFERENCE 
(ms) DATA SYNTHETIC (percent) 
12 0. 857 224. 1 223. 2 0. 429 
13 1. 06 188. 4 184. 2 2. 21 
14 1. 37 152. 6 145. 7 4. 52 
15 1. 74 118. 3 114. 9 2. 87 
16 2. 17 91. 92 91. 08 0. 912 
17 2. 77 71. 45 69. 32 2. 97 
18 3. 50 53. 98 52. 51 2. 71 
19 4. 37 40. 07 39. 73 0. 835 
20 5. 56 28. 34 28. 86 -1. 84 
21 6. 98 19. 86 20. 97 -5. 58 
22 8. 56 14. 51 15. 53 -6. 99 
PARAMETER RESOLUTION MATRIX: 
"F" INDICATES FIXED PARAMETER 
p 1 0. 00 
p 2 -0. 02 0. 87 
T 1 o.oo 0. 00 1. 00 
p 1 p 2 T 1 
* Blackhawk Geometries, Inc. * 
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MAKEN-2A -------------------- PAGE 1 
DATA SET: MAKEN-2A 
CLIENT: MAKENA RESORTS CORP 
LOCATION: MAKENA, MAUI 
COUNTY: MAUI 
PROJECT: MAKENA IRRIGATION WELLS 
DATE: 05-08-98 
SOUNDING: 2 
LOOP SIZE: 213.000 m by 213.000 m 
ELEVATION: 216.40 m 
EQUIPMENT: Geonics PROTEM 
AZIMUTH: 
COIL LOC: o. ooo m (X), o. ooo m (Y) TIME CONSTANT: NONE 
2.0000 SLOPE: NONE SOUNDING COORDINATES: E: 200.0000 N: 
Central Loop Configuration 
Geonics PROTEM System 
t # 
1 
2 
FITTING ERROR: 
RESISTIVITY THICKNESS 
(ohm-m) (meters) 
1826.3 220.5 
2.50 * 
"
*
" INDICATES FIXED PARAMETER 
CURR,ENT: 13.00 AMPS EM-37 
FREQUENCY: 30.00 Hz GAIN: 7 
9. 483 PERCENT 
ELEVATION CONDUCTANCE 
(meters) {FT) (Siemens) 
216.3 1/0 -4.11 -1'3.5 0.120 
COIL AREA: 100.00 sq m. 
RAMP TIME: 120.00 muSEC 
No. TIME emf (nV/m sqrd) DIFFERENCE 
(ms) DATA SYNTHETIC (percent) 
1 0.218 535.8 528.8 1.29 
2 0.278 468.9 454.8 2.98 
3 0.351 410.3 390.4 4.84 
4 0.438 353.7 334.5 5.42 
5 0.558 299.0 279.6 6.46 
6 0.702 248.9 233.3 6.25 
,7 0.858 210.3 197.2 6.19 
8 1. 06 172.7 162.7 5.76 
9 1.37 135.1 128.2 5.14 
10 1.74 104.3 100.4 3.75 
11 2.17 80.78 78.76 2.49 
CURRENT: 13.00 AMPS EM-37 COIL AREA: 100.00 sq m. 
FREQUENCY: 3.00 Hz GAIN: 7 RAMP TIME: 120.00 muSEC 
* Blackhawk Geometries, Inc. * 
-------------------- MAKEN-2A -------------------- PAGE 2 
No. TIME emf (nV/m sqrd) DIFFERENCE 
(ms) DATA SYNTHETIC (percent) 
12 0. 857 224. 1 217. 1 3. 11 
13 1. 06 188. 4 181. 8 3. 48 
14 1. 37 152. 6 146. 4 4. 05 
15 1. 74 118. 3 117. 7 0. 532 
16 2. 17 91. 92 95. 06 -3. 41 
17 2. 77 71. 45 73. 99 -3. 55 
18 3. 50 53. 98 57. 34 -6. 22 
19 4. 37 40. 07 44. 38 -10. 75 
20 5. 56 28. 34 33. 06 -16. 66 
21 6. 98 19. 86 24. 62 -23. 93 
22 8. 56 14. 51 18. 63 -28. 39 
PARAMETER RESOLUTION MATRIX: 
''F'1 INDICATES FIXED PARAMETER 
p 1 0. 01 
F 2 0. 00 0. 00 
T 1 0. 00 0. 00 1. 00 
p 1 F 2 T 1 
* Blackhawk Geometries, Inc. * 
